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Sí Se Puede! ¿Por Qué No?

BY CTA PRESIDENT DAVID A. SANCHEZ

Sometimes when you take a stand it means standing your ground. I revisited this lesson during CTA's State of Emergency week of action. First, let me say "Thank you" to those of you who planned events and took to the streets in your communities to let your friends and neighbors know how state budget cuts have been negatively impacting your students. At the end of a busy school year, you rallied together with parents and other education, community and labor partners to raise awareness about the need for lawmakers to approve temporary tax extensions and prevent further cuts to schools, colleges and essential public services.

And your efforts didn’t go unnoticed. More than 1,200 articles ran in newspapers throughout California. Reports of our collective action played in millions of homes every day as part of TV news coverage — including a package on the CBS nightly news with Katie Couric. The State of Emergency website informed more than 10,000 visitors of what was happening. And thousands of Facebook and Twitter followers were active throughout the week. We changed the conversation that week, making sure that the impact of state budget cuts to schools, colleges and our communities was front and center in people’s minds.

As many of you were engaging in local activities, a group of nearly 500 CTA member volunteers made their way to Sacramento to participate in a week of action at the state Capitol designed to keep our concerns on the minds of our lawmakers. The “Capitol Insiders,” as they came to be known, took over the statehouse. I was honored to be part of this group. We held press conferences, teach-ins and grade-ins; we met with legislators and testified before the Senate Education Committee, killing three destructive bills; we took our message to the streets with leafleting; we rallied in the rotunda and held daily sit-ins in the Capitol; and we placed 400 empty chairs at the base of the Capitol steps, each one representing 100 educators who have been laid off in the past three years.

In an act of civil disobedience, some educators and students refused to abandon their demands for temporary tax extensions and stayed beyond the Capitol’s official closing time on Monday and on Thursday. I was part of the group that refused to leave on Thursday.

Earlier that day, Republican leaders had released a budget proposal, claiming it protected funding for public education. It was an insulting proposal because it was crafted using the same budget gimmicks that got our state into the financial mess it is in. In addition, it gutted the funding for the Quality Education Investment Act — the very program that is proven to help at-risk schools improve student achievement. This wasn’t protecting public education.

So I went to see Senate Republican leader Bob Dutton and Assembly Republican leader Connie Conway that evening to let them know this proposal wasn’t good enough for the students of California. And when the time came for the Capitol to close for the evening and I was asked to leave, I decided to stand my ground. It was a very personal and emotional moment for me. I wasn’t quite sure what would happen, but I felt strongly that the time had come to take bolder action. I was not alone when I refused to leave Dutton’s office — 13 educators stood with me, and 14 others stood their ground outside of Conway’s office. Each of us was arrested and led out in a peaceful protest. We spent that night in a Sacramento jail. I found myself thinking about my students and what would happen to them if we didn’t do all we could to make a change in their future. I hoped that my action, as well as all of our local advocacy efforts, would be enough to awaken lawmakers and compel them to put California students and our state’s future before selfish partisan politics.

In the weeks following our week of action, we’ve seen increased support for passing the tax extensions throughout the state, but we’ve yet to see legislators take a vote on them. That means our work isn’t over. We need two additional Republican votes in the Senate and two votes in the Assembly to pass the extensions and keep deeper cuts away from schools and colleges. Please join me in keeping the pressure on California legislators to do the right thing, finish their jobs, and pass the tax extensions our state so desperately needs.

They owe it to our students and the future of our state.

David A. Sanchez

¡Sí Se Puede! ¡Yes we can! Why not?, words inspired by César Chávez, encourage us to remember that, together, we can achieve great things.
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Dear Editor,

While I read through [the April Educator’s] articles highlighting all the terrible cuts to education and the harm that these cuts will have on students, I know that the solution will not be found in furloughs, pink slips or increasing class size. We need to look to our leaders. Some superintendents across the nation are doing the right thing and giving raises back to our struggling schools. I only wish every leader had such strength of character.

I am appalled that teachers and unions are made out to be the problem in documentary-like films. The public seems unaware that school boards are in charge of raises for district leaders, and some are taking those raises while teachers are having their pay cut due to furloughs. We need to spend smarter and start our cuts from the top, not the bottom.

Gina Berry
San Juan Teachers Association

Dear Editor,

In the April issue of California Educator, the cover declared a “State of Emergency” and described the cuts in budget, teachers, and programs to our schools across the state. One area not being mentioned is the business and computer teachers. A few years ago, teaching jobs in this area were plentiful, and high schools were building up their career technical education programs. Now these are often the first teachers on the cut list. In the U.S., business administration is a popular college major, yet we are sending students to college ill-prepared for these courses as we continue to cut accounting, marketing, finance and computer applications from our course schedules. A lot of what we teach used to be considered “secretarial” classes, but these are still relevant classes today and lead our students directly to jobs. Next time you pass the school’s office, ask the secretary how she feels about the business/computer classes getting cut from the schedule. You know as well as I that the school can’t run without her.

Karen Parks
Twin Rivers United Educators

Editor’s note: You may enjoy the story on page 11 about how computer lab teacher Alice Mercer uses social media to advocate for education funding.

Dear Editor,

This year I am among many teacher librarians who have had their positions eliminated, with or without tax extensions. Yet the “State of Emergency” promotional campaign highlighted in [the April] California Educator magazine makes no reference to library programs being cut, nor teacher librarians being eliminated. I find this disregard of teacher librarians and school library programs reprehensible.

Judith Ehret-Straesser
Santa Rosa Teachers Association

Editor’s note: Our May 2010 issue had a story about the negative impact on learning when school librarian positions are cut. The March 2011 issue discusses how budget cuts can cause school libraries to shut their doors. We didn’t intentionally exclude anyone in the last issue. Unfortunately, there were just too many painful cuts to mention everything.

Dear Editor,

I was more appalled at [Justin] Knight’s letter [April California Educator] than he must have been by the [March] cover story. With all the cuts that school districts are experiencing because of loss of student enrollment, among other unfortunate realities that we are having to contend with, I am frankly puzzled that some of our members still do not appreciate the very simple (almost simplistic) fact that there is no us/union without our students, the people about whom we dare to write occasional cover stories. We are fighting as a union, from our local chapters all the way to the national (NEA) level, to keep our students in our public schools for a more equitable and well-rounded educational and human experience. We are there for them as they are there for us. It is up to us to acknowledge them, their parents/guardians and their caregivers as our partners, not our enemies. They are not the enemy. It is time for us to wake up and see the ever-shrinking enrollment numbers in our still mostly unionized public schools. It is not the end of the world to have pictures of our collective special interest on the cover of our CTA union magazine once in a while. Again, there will be no CTA or NEA without them.

Faith O. Mowae
Rialto Education Association
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“Enough is enough!”

This message about cuts decimating public education from preschool to college was delivered loudly to legislators during CTA’s State of Emergency week of action May 9-13. Thousands of educators, parents, students and community members throughout California staged a myriad of activities ranging from a teach-in for tax fairness in Escondido to a grade-in at a local mall in Newark to setting up empty chairs representing pink-slipped teachers outside of schools in the San Mateo-Foster City School District. There were local rallies, press conferences and funeral marches mourning the “death” of public education, whose funding has been slashed by more than $20 billion over the past three years. And there were acts of civil disobedience at the state Capitol.

This week was about coming to life. Taking action to remind the state that education deserves support. That funding schools is essential to building the future. Let’s keep up the good fight. >>
Loud and clear
Californians raise their voices for school funding

Californians have been waiting since February for lawmakers to pass Gov. Brown’s balanced and responsible budget proposal. Since then, lawmakers have made $12.5 billion in cuts, but refused to counter that with $12.5 in revenue extensions, forcing schools and colleges to plan for the worst. More than 20,000 layoff notices were issued to teachers by March 15 while legislators still couldn’t reach an agreement. Educators said “Enough is enough” and declared a State of Emergency. A week of action was planned for May 9-13.

Nearly 500 CTA member volunteers converged on Sacramento. The week kicked off with a march to the Capitol with community and faith groups. Later, activities escalated, spurred on by the release of the Republican leaders’ budget proposal.

In response to the Republican plan, which was full of budgeting tricks and would eliminate funding for the successful Quality Education Investment Act (QEIA) program, CTA members protested outside the offices of Senate Republican leader Bob Dutton and Assembly Republican leader Connie Conway. When the Capitol closed and educators were asked to leave, 28 made the personal decision to stay behind. Among them was CTA President David A. Sanchez, who explained: “I am not willing to sit idle while a handful of Republican lawmakers in the state Senate and Assembly refuse to face the realities happening in the classrooms and communities across California. Today, I took a stand for the

LEFT: In Los Angeles, more than 6,000 people packed in Pershing Square to rally for education.
Continue to urge lawmakers to pass the temporary tax extensions in order to prevent further cuts to schools and colleges.

millions of California students who are being robbed of their future. I refused to step aside while California’s public schools and colleges go without the vital resources they need.” Those who stayed were removed peacefully and spent the night in a Sacramento jail.

The following day, Friday, May 13, rallies were held throughout the state. Educators traveled far and wide to gather together and collectively insist that education be a state priority. A broad coalition formed to send this message, including parents and other education, community and labor groups. The tune was slightly different — mariachi bands in Los Angeles, a teachers’ rock band in San Francisco, steel drums in San Diego — but when the music stopped, the message was the same: Fund public education.

Here’s a look at some of the statewide rallies on Friday the 13th.

Sacramento

CTA President David A. Sanchez received a hero’s welcome from the crowd of more than 5,000 people on the South Steps of the state Capitol.

“It’s not only been a teachable moment, but we’ve started a new movement for a better California,” said Sanchez. “It’s going to take us a while to prevail — but we will prevail.”

In the Sacramento crowd were family members representing three generations impacted by cuts: Madalyn Gonzales, a business teacher from Edison High School in Stockton who received a pink slip, her daughter Amber Bosch, and her grandchildren Trinity, 5, and Kayden, 1.

“It’s not just about me getting laid off,” said Gonzales. “I’m worried for Trinity, who will have 40 kids in her first-grade class next year. Kids need their teachers in the classroom. Without teachers, what will happen to kids?”

San Francisco

Looking out from the rally stage at the crowd of about 3,000 Bay Area educators, students and parents, CTA Secretary-Treasurer Gail Mendes spoke from the stage in front of San Francisco City Hall about how the headlines this week were about “waves and waves” of teacher protests across the state. Mendes led the crowd on three solidarity waves, watching the
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Above: After Republicans released their plan, 28 educators including CTA President David A. Sanchez made a personal decision to refuse to leave the Capitol at closing time unless Republicans kept tax extensions in place. They spent the night in jail.

Action continues online

Alice Mercer, a computer lab teacher at Oak Ridge Elementary in Sacramento, certainly earns the “Social Media Rock Star” award for her dedication to keeping the Twitter hashtag #StateofEmergency presence alive during the week of action. “MizMercer” kept us all updated with her active Twitter feed, regular blog posts, a Flickr photoset, live streaming video and a dedicated YouTube playlist.

One memorable post from Alice was about George Sheridan, a first-grade teacher in the Black Oak Mine School District and one of the “Capitol Insiders” who were arrested during the nonviolent protest outside a Republican senator’s office in Sacramento. Alice had done a video interview with Sheridan earlier in the week, asking him why he had decided to join the Capitol protests. Sheridan explained that budget cuts have caused safety issues at his school in the foothills, where he sometimes finds mice and even snakes in his first-grade classroom because the custodian is only able to clean each room every three days. Later in the week, Alice joined the vigil outside the County Jail and talked to Sheridan during a livestream upon his release.

You can watch the videos of Sheridan and read Alice’s take on the protests at the State Capitol at mizmercer.edublogs.org.

The growing “netroots” of education activists did an amazing job getting the word out about the State of Emergency our schools are facing. And just think, for many it was as easy as a status update on Facebook! Who knows which of your friends you might influence with yours?

Here’s a sample of Twitter posts that chronicled the week of action:

@Mads2007 May 12, 10:32am
WE ARE ONE, fighting for our schools, our kids, our rights, OUR FUTURE!!!!!!! #StateofEmergency

@martinejoelle May 13, 5:24pm
Just drove by #stateofemergency CA teachers protest at San Francisco City Hall. Go teachers!

@alicemercer May 16, 1:30pm
Reminder to those thinking new revenue means we don’t need extensions, it’s $6B and the current shortfall is $15B #StateofEmergency

by Tiffany Hasker
teachers raise and lower their arms and picket signs as they shouted and laughed.

“That was good to see,” Mendes said into the microphone. “And we all know what happens when you turn your back on a large wave. You get knocked down! Or swept away.”

California State PTA President-elect Carol Kocivar urged lawmakers to pass a budget that protects children. “Parents will not be silent as children lose counselors, classroom aides and reading specialists. They will not be silent while arts and music are stripped from our schools!”

Los Angeles

In Los Angeles more than 6,000 educators and other labor groups packed downtown’s Pershing Square for an afternoon of activism.

CTA Vice President-elect Eric Heins reiterated the need to extend current tax rates to protect education and other vital services. Reminding the crowd that California already ranks near the bottom in the nation in education funding and is dead last in the number of counselors, nurses, and librarians per student, Heins said, “Our schools and our students simply can’t take any more cuts. It’s not fair to them; our kids deserve better.”

In addition, other State of Emergency sponsor speakers from the California State PTA, the Association of School Administrators, the California Federation of Teachers and other Los Angeles area labor organizations made their voices heard. Pat McOsker, president of United Firefighters of Los Angeles City, talked about cuts to public safety, then told the crowd, “People always say firefighters are heroes, but to us, teachers are the real heroes.”
It was their home turf, and United Teachers Los Angeles had a large showing at the rally. Sixth-grade teacher and UTLA member Jessica van der Valk came because she and her colleagues have felt the impact of budget cuts and layoffs, with class sizes at her school ranging from 28 to 42.

“We do a better job when we really know the child,” she said. “But when they lay off a colleague, we can’t because of the extra students. We need to extend taxes we’re already used to paying anyway; it would make a tremendous difference!”

San Diego
More than 2,500 people from throughout San Diego, Imperial, Orange and Riverside counties traveled to participate in the huge “Not Business As Usual” State of Emergency rally for public education at San Diego’s Embarcadero Marina Park North.

San Diego Education Association President Bill Freeman welcomed participants to San Diego, and CTA Executive Director Carolyn Doggett gave welcoming remarks from the statewide Education Coalition. Rally speakers included California Teacher of the Year Darin Curtis from the Lakeside Teachers Association and Superintendent of the Year Lou Obermeyer of the Valley Center-Pauma Unified School District, both in San Diego County, and representatives from the District 9 Parent Teacher Association, the California School Employees Association (CTA), California Clergy & Laity United for Economic Justice (CLUE), Community College Association (CCA), CTA/NEA Retired, Ella Baker Center for Human Rights, Equal Justice Society, Just Communities, Central Coast, National Education Association (NEA), Operating Engineers Local 3, Service Employees International Union (SEIU) California State Council, Service Employees International Union (SEIU) Local 1000, Service Employees International Union (SEIU) Local 1021, Student CTA, UC Berkeley Labor Center, University of California Student Association (UCSA).
**The people behind the protest**

**Six educators who rallied**

by Sherry Posnick-Goodwin

CTA members made history by taking over the state Capitol during the State of Emergency week. They lobbied, marched, prayed, sang “We Shall Not Be Moved” and “graded” legislators on their ideas for solving the state budget crisis. They became known in the halls for their blue shirts, and legislators got the message that educators will fight for adequate school funding. This was a collective action that saw results, but it was also a collection of individual stories.

**Becoming an advocate**

KENNETH TANG ventured to Sacramento because his school in San Gabriel is closing.

Students in his class at John Marshall Elementary School are devastated. It will be the third school closed in five years in the Garvey School District. Last year a beloved teacher died just before retiring, and students planted a tree in his memory. Students asked Tang tearfully: *What will happen to that tree when our school closes?*

“When they asked me that, I decided to become an advocate for public education,” said the Garvey Education Association member. “And that meant going to Sacramento for a week.”

Tang marched, lobbied and chanted “We Are One.” He discovered it was more than a slogan when fellow protesters were arrested. Feeling deeply anguish, he prayed for them during a candlelight vigil outside the jail. It ended at midnight, but he stayed awake all night and vowed not to eat until they were released. He rushed back to the jail when he heard they were being let go.

“When [CTA Board Member] Larry Allen walked out of the jail the next morning, I grabbed him and hugged him,” said Tang. “He had tears in his eyes, and I just lost it. To me, the candlelight vigil was as meaningful as if I had been arrested myself.”

**Just the beginning**

DEWAYNE SHEAFFER simply got tired of waiting.

“We can’t sit around waiting for someone to save us,” said Sheaffer, president of Community College Association’s Long Beach City College chapter. “We need to get active and explain to legislators what’s happening not only to K-12 schools but higher education, which is moving more toward privatization. Pretty soon it will be more like a privilege than a right to go to school.”

Colleges are turning students away, and have pink-slipped so many professors that students can’t get the classes they need to graduate. As head of the counseling department, he has seen counselors dwindle and individual counseling being replaced with “group” sessions, much to the dismay of students with individual needs.

“Enough, he said, is enough.

“I wanted to model the behavior I want from my members instead of just telling them about the behavior they should have,” said Sheaffer. “I think that what happened in Sacramento will be the shot heard round the world. But it’s just the beginning.”

**Tough decisions**

JULIA CERVANTES ESPINOSA wrestled with the decision of whether to come. She had just received her third pink slip and hoped to be re-hired once again at Stanford Elementary School. She was worried about leaving students during testing week.

“It was a difficult decision,” admitted the United Teachers Los Angeles (UTLA) member. “My students are English learners and need me. But I decided my students — and the next generation of students — would be better off if I came to Sacramento.”

She spoke with her parents and then told the youngsters she was leaving to try to get more money for schools. She reminded them to eat breakfast every morning and begged them to do their best on the test. She sent letters to parents explaining her decision, and most of them supported her for taking a stand.

In Sacramento, Espinosa spoke with her students daily on the phone. “I miss you,” she said. “I’m thinking of you. Study hard!”

All doubts vanished once she arrived. She led marches, including a “Republicans pass the buck” exercise. She was interviewed on TV. She visited legislators in their offices and told them that students weren’t getting the education they deserved. She became empowered.

“I’m ecstatic to be here,” she said. “I can feel so much positive energy. It’s almost like going to church. I know that I’m here for a good reason for the kids.”
Across party lines

JOHN KENNETT proudly calls himself a “conservative evangelical Republican.” But that didn’t stop him from joining his fellow CTA members in Sacramento.

Kennett teaches low-income special education students at Paradise Hills Elementary School just seven miles from the Mexican border. His school’s budget for supplies has been cut 25 percent every year, and is now almost nothing. He pays for his own paper. He enthusiastically joined fellow protesters in lobbying, marching and waving signs at passing cars, wearing his black fedora at all times.

“I don’t agree with all the policies that CTA stands for, but I love kids, and want to make a difference in their lives,” said Kennett, a member of the San Diego Education Association. “I am disappointed with the political leadership of both parties and want to tell them so. I want to be part of this historic event and tell my grandkids about it.”

He went to the offices of Republican legislators and “talked Republican” with them. He hopes they were listening. “I tried to build some bridges,” he said. “Politicians have to stop trying to stare each other down, waiting for someone to blink first. The rest of the state is going blind.”

Finding unity

TERI ROOTS came to Sacramento to represent classified employees hit hard by budget cuts. She is the president of the Ventura Classified Employees Association and a secretary at Buena High School, which has lost classified staff and gained furlough days.

“I’m angry and scared,” said Roots. “I have a granddaughter I’m helping to raise, and I’m scared about what kind of education she’ll have if we don’t fix things now.”

The phrase “We Are One” has new meaning to her.

“It was such an amazing feeling to be part of an event where all forms of educators unite and see the importance of standing as one in this fight to preserve the right of every student to an excellent public school education,” she said.

“I will never forget the feeling of standing in the state Capitol rotunda and everyone singing together. All you could feel in that room was unity. We are indeed One.”

A retiree’s perspective

PAUL MARKOWITZ came out of retirement to participate in the historic event.

“I’ve gone to Sacramento and participated in various activities before, but nothing like this,” said Markowitz, who taught in the Las Virgenes School District for 34 years and belongs to CTA-Retired.

He is especially angry that legislators are cutting school funding and blaming the problem on teacher pensions. Teachers, he said, are not the problem, they are the solution. For years they contributed to their pensions, and they do not receive Social Security.

“The general understanding is that if you go into teaching, you won’t make the kind of money you’ll make in other careers, but there’s a livable pension at the end if you stay in the system long enough,” he said. “Without that, who’s going to go into teaching? I’m frightened for the next generation of teachers — if there is a next group of educators coming into the system with the cuts that are happening.”

Markowitz stayed for the week with wife Renee Lancon, a retired UTLA member. They marched around the Capitol at a brisker pace than many younger protesters huffing and puffing to keep up.
The actions throughout California fell into distinct categories: legislative, every parent, appreciation and allies, revenue, and not business as usual (LEARN). There were gains in every category throughout the state. Below are some highlights.

‘L’ is for Legislative

звездочка Fontana and Chaffey teachers association members protested budget cuts at state Sen. Bob Dutton’s office in Rancho Cucamonga. They met with Sen. Dutton’s regional director to discuss budget cuts.

звездочка On May 11, hundreds of CTA members packed a hearing of the Senate Education Committee and testified one after another against legislation that would have harmed teachers. Ironically, this took place on Day of the Teacher before a resolution was read in that committee to honor educators. The two anti-teacher bills that were introduced were SB 266 by Bob Dutton (R-Rancho Cucamonga), which would have allowed districts to hire laid-off teachers as substitutes at a lower per diem rate; and SB 355 by Bob Huff (R-Diamond Bar), which would allow districts to use teacher evaluations to replace seniority and transfer rights. While the bills are dead for this legislative year, they could be resurrected for 2012. Another bill, SB 871 by Sharon Runner (R-Antelope Valley), that would have mandated “no teacher raises if the school year is shortened” was pulled from the calendar beforehand.

‘E’ is for Every Parent

звездочка At Audubon Elementary School in Foster City, there were nine empty chairs lined up in front of the principal’s office all during the State of Emergency week as part of an awareness campaign to reach parents. These chairs were a poignant reminder of the nine Audubon school employees who could be gone next year — victims of state budget cuts that are reducing the staffs of thousands of California public schools suffering layoffs. Empty chairs for teachers, administrators and education support professionals who could lose their jobs were also in front of every school in the San Mateo-Foster City School District.

звездочка In Walnut Creek there was a news conference on Main Street in front of City Hall on May 10, with a community coalition of parents, teachers, firefighters and East Bay education leaders. Speakers sounded the alarm about dire state cuts being a Main Street issue.

звездочка Members from the Fullerton Secondary Teachers Organization, Fullerton Elementary Teachers Association, Buena Park Teachers Association, Brea Olinda Teachers Association and La Habra Education Association took part in a “grade-in” Tuesday, May 10, at the Brea Mall to help members of the public better understand the scope of their out-of-class responsibilities and to give them a focal point to discuss the state budget education shortfall with area citizens.

ABOVE: Members of the San Mateo Elementary Teachers Association put empty chairs outside of every school in the district representing staff who will lose their jobs due to budget cuts. Teachers hold a grade-in at the Brea Mall. Attendees at a news conference on Main Street, Walnut Creek.
\textbf{AR N} Keys to change

\textbf{‘R’ is for Revenue}

\textbullet{} On May 12 in Fremont, a town hall/community forum meeting was held regarding the dire need for more school revenues. The meeting was sponsored by the Fremont Unified District Teachers Association (FUDTA) and school district, and held at the district office. Nearly 50 community members turned out for the event held during the State of Emergency week of action.

\textbf{‘R’ is for NOT Business as Usual}

\textbullet{} Chapters from Kern County attended a massive Sierra Service Center Day of the Teacher on May 11 at Yokuts Park in Bakersfield with an “Advocacy Row” which included a place for teachers to send letters and make phone calls to legislators on behalf of public education — and also had a mock graveyard to symbolize the death of public education. On May 12 there was a rally mourning the “death” of public education in Bakersfield attended by 100 teachers, sponsored by the Bakersfield Elementary Teachers Association, staged at the busiest intersection of town.

\textbullet{} More than 100 Manteca educators wore red on May 9, and there were 262 red balloons flying high, one for each Manteca educator who had received a pink slip in this crisis. They stood on the street, and horns of cars passing by honked in support.

\textbf{‘R’ is for Appreciation and Allies}

\textbullet{} Carol Kocivar, president-elect of the California State PTA, spoke at a Friday rally in San Francisco May 13. She had the following comments to elected officials in Sacramento: “You don’t close the achievement gap by giving our children less and less education. You don’t create a skilled work force by eliminating the classes our children need just to get into college.”

\textbullet{} Members of the Tahoe-Truckee Educators Association made and delivered thank-you notes to public employee association allies on May 11, including nurses, police and firefighters. In addition to expressing gratitude, the notes asked allies to contact their local legislators.

\textbullet{} The Corona-Norco Teachers Association held a Teacher Appreciation Day Members’ Fair on May 11 on Mountain View Avenue in Norco. The event featured booths by approximately 40 area businesses and vendors with information, gifts, prizes and food for local educators. There was also a State of Emergency booth with information and resources for helping members and the public get involved with efforts to maintain funding for public schools, including a phone bank opportunity.

\textbullet{} The Corona-Norco Educators Association organizing chair Stephanie Bacon gives a thank-you card to Kevin McKeechie, a local firefighter and union member, for his support of teachers. Corona-Norco Teachers Association members at the Teacher Appreciation Day Members’ Fair.

\textbullet{} Dr. Jan Frydendahl of the Fremont Unified District Teachers Association at a town hall meeting in Fremont about the need for more school revenue.

\textbullet{} From left: Manteca Unified school board trustee Don Scholl with Ken Johnson, Manteca Educators Association president, and MEA membership chair Becky Scholl, who is married to Scholl. The Bakersfield Elementary Teachers Association held a rally mourning the death of public education.
Defining gifted

It’s up to each school district to define what it means to be gifted. Some districts rely on standardized test scores, while others use grade point average, IQ tests, a comprehensive abilities test or a combination of factors. According to the National Association for Gifted Children, about 6 percent of all school children are classified as gifted. The Los Angeles Times reported in 2006 that there are about 512,000 students in California enrolled in Gifted and Talented Education (GATE) programs. However, 80 percent of gifted students nationwide do not receive any specialized instruction.

The Los Angeles Times also reported that Latinos, who make up nearly half of student enrollment in California, represent just 28 percent of students enrolled in gifted programs; African Americans represent 7.6 percent of the state’s total enrollment and 4 percent of students enrolled in gifted programs. On the other hand, Asians make up 8 percent of total enrollment and 17 percent of gifted enrollment; white students make up 29 percent of total enrollment and 43 percent of gifted enrollment.

“The reasons for the imbalance are varied,” noted the Los Angeles Times. “Schools attended by lower-income and minority students tend to have fewer gifted programs. In addition, better educated and more affluent parents are more likely to demand an advanced curriculum or hire outside psychologists to test their children.”

Not all gifted students are motivated to be high achievers. The Los Angeles Times reports that 5 to 20 percent of students who drop out are gifted. David Palmer, a psychologist with UC Irvine, maintains that some gifted students struggling with social or emotional problems can be misdiagnosed as having attention deficit disorder, autism or other issues. 5-20% of dropouts are gifted.
A cluster of gifted students

In an elementary school in Bakersfield, two groups of students in Erika Tindell's classroom are discussing *By the Great Horn Spoon!*, a novel by Sid Fleischman in which characters face difficult choices during the Gold Rush. One group discusses the transformation of the main character. The other group looks at life-and-death decisions that take place in the novel from the viewpoint of multiple characters — and debates the implications and morality of events that transpire.

The students are all fourth-graders at Independence Elementary School in Bakersfield, but the more intellectual discussion takes place within a “cluster” of students who have been identified as gifted. The cluster model is used in the Rosedale Union School District until students attend junior high school, where they enroll in classes for gifted students.

In some ways, the “cluster model” is similar to teaching a split-grade combination class, says Tindell, a member of the Rosedale Teachers Association. She uses differentiated instruction to meet the needs of Gifted and Talented Education (GATE) students as well as general education students, including those with learning disabilities and English learners. It’s a constant juggling act that might be impossible without professional development offered by her district, which enables teachers to push students on the “high end” while also helping those who are in the middle or struggling. But the best thing about having a cluster of gifted students, she says, is the “trickle-down effect” from their presence that motivates other students to try harder.

“Lots of times gifted kids get left out,” says Tindell, who received the 2011 Distinguished Service Award from the California Association for the Gifted, an organization of parents and educators striving to improve education for gifted individuals. “Then students get in trouble because they are bored. Some teachers think the answer is giving them more work, but that’s a disservice. I believe that instead of giving them more work, it’s important to give them different work, so that they can learn and grow and be challenged with greater depth and complexity.”

Tindell says she tries not to make a “big deal” of the GATE kids in her class and treats them like regular kids.

“Everyone has talent in my classroom, and people may be different, but nobody is better than anybody else,” she says. “Some parents may want their children to only be in GATE classes throughout their education. I feel that when GATE children are in mainstream classes, they can learn how to deal with people and diverse situations on all levels. To me, it seems like a great preparation for life.”

“Our students attend every Ivy League college you can name. I firmly believe gifted education can be a ticket out of poverty.”

Rochelle Hall
United Teachers Los Angeles
Pullout programs

Jordan Turner’s favorite day of the week is the day he spends with teacher Kathy Scrivner at Stockdale Elementary School. He and other gifted fifth-graders throughout the district are bused to her GATE classroom for enrichment activities that expand upon the core curriculum in their regular classrooms. With Scrivner, they enjoy creativity, critical thinking and philosophical discussions that might leave their other classmates in the dust. Students also explore new and different topics of study and are offered opportunities for independent study projects.

The Panama Buena Vista Union School District in Bakersfield offers a “pullout” program for gifted students in grades 4-6. If they score at the advanced level on the STAR test, they are eligible for further testing with the Otis-Lennon School Ability Test. Of the district’s 15,000 students, nearly 400 have been identified as gifted, including Jordan Turner.

“pullout” program for gifted students in grades 4-6. If they score at the advanced level on the STAR test, they are eligible for further testing with the Otis-Lennon School Ability Test. Of the district’s 15,000 students, nearly 400 have been identified as gifted, including Jordan Turner.

Ten years ago, gifted students received specialized instruction in Evergreen School District on a weekly basis. That was cut to a few hours every other week. Last year the district in San Jose decided to completely eliminate its program serving nearly 800 gifted students.

“Teachers are working hard to try and meet the needs of all of their students,” says Bryan Feci, a fourth-grade teacher at Holly Oak Elementary School. “But it can be very challenging when you have 30 students and so much emphasis about having kids from the bottom move upward. In the process, you don’t want to lose kids who are proficient and above.”

Some fear that may happen as districts struggle to keep their Gifted and Talented Education (GATE) programs afloat.

This year nearly $40 million in GATE funding was made available to districts (with $4.2 million deferred until next year), compared with $46.8 million allocated in 2008-09. But the Legislature put categorical programs into “Tier 3,” which allows districts to apply for GATE funding and then use the money for other purposes. The state Legislative Analyst’s Office reported that 68 percent of 231 school districts surveyed had shifted resources away from GATE education. At the federal level, the entire $7 million budget for GATE — used for the purpose of identifying gifted students — was eliminated.

Not all states have reduced GATE programs, comments Joseph Renzulli, director of the National Research Center on the Gifted and Talented. But those states, including California, where GATE programs have been cut or eliminated are under extreme pressure to bring up test scores.

“Younder this type of thinking, the achievement gap separating students will be closed by pulling from the top rather than jacking it up from the bottom,” Renzulli says.

Other districts in California that have sus-
ABOVE: Teacher Kathy Scrivner talks with gifted students about art before beginning a project at Stockdale Elementary School.

“We can learn about things much faster here, and it’s fun,” he says. “We don’t have to wait for the slow kids like we do in other classes.” On this particular day, students are studying modern art and creating abstract sculptures in the style of Spanish surrealist Joan Miró fashioned from wood blocks, coat hangers and plaster gauze. On other days, topics might include architecture, paleontology, Greek mythology, Italian or higher-level math.

“These kids love learning and are hungry for the kinds of challenges we offer in GATE,” says Scrivner, a member of the Panama Buena Vista Teachers Association and one of three district GATE teachers.

“Our district really values this program, and they want to keep it,” adds Scrivner. “It’s expensive, but it’s important. In some ways, it evens the playing field for some of our low-income kids who don’t get extras at their schools. I think gifted kids deserve equity, and we give them a place where their needs can be met.”

Brain development at risk
Research on gifted students shows that ignoring their needs goes beyond boredom or a risk of having them drop out; it can also jeopardize brain development. Dr. Barbara Clark, author of the leading textbook on the subject, Growing Up Gifted, which has been translated into numerous languages, bases her beliefs on a new field called “neuroplasticity.”

“New brain cells are born every day and must be challenged and exercised by learning something new, or they disappear,” says Clark. “This finding is hugely important for learners, especially gifted learners. They are too often not challenged in regular classrooms, where they may already know the ideas and content being presented at their grade level. Just repeating old activities and information will not support these new brain cells.”

“Without proper training, it can be a big challenge for general education teachers to have gifted students in their class, adds Littrell. “Most districts don’t think about the fact that gifted students have incredibly different needs, and most districts don’t offer training to meet those needs,” she says.

Littrell knows that firsthand, since teachers from other districts often visit her school district — which has a strong commitment to GATE education — seeking ways to meet the needs of gifted students at their own sites. (For tips, see page 20.)

Mentally dropping out
The impact of cutting GATE is potentially catastrophic, says Martha Flourney, a former special education teacher who serves on the legislation committee of the California Association for the Gifted (CAG). “You can have kids drop out of school mentally in third grade if they are not being challenged. They may attend school, but they may become depressed and have behavior problems. Don’t gifted children also deserve to learn something new at school every day?”

Beth Littrell, a resource specialist for the San Mateo-Foster City School District’s GATE program, believes there is a common misconception that gifted students will be fine regardless of what happens. “There are a lot of social and emotional issues that come with being gifted,” says Littrell, a member of the San Mateo Elementary Teachers Association. “Gifted students are a highly intense group of people who experience the world with stronger emotions and with heightened senses. When their cognitive and emotional needs aren’t being met, they tend to go underground. It’s a shame, because they might be the ones to find the cure for cancer and be our future leaders.”

Without proper training, it can be a big challenge for general education teachers to have gifted students in their class, adds Littrell. “Most districts don’t think about the fact that gifted students have incredibly different needs, and most districts don’t offer training to meet those needs,” she says.

Littrell knows that firsthand, since teachers from other districts often visit her school district — which has a strong commitment to GATE education — seeking ways to meet the needs of gifted students at their own sites. (For tips, see page 20.)
The following tips on teaching gifted students in your classroom come from Beth Littrell, Bryan Feci and other CTA members, as well as members of the California Association for the Gifted (CAG) and Joan Lindsay Kerr, CAG’s educator representative chair and GATE curriculum specialist for the Rosedale Union School District.

**Tips for teaching gifted students**

*Lessons from the classroom*

- Read books on differentiated instruction by Carol Tomlinson and Susan Winebrenner, who have authored numerous books on this complex topic. Studying differentiated instruction will also be helpful for teaching English learners and special-needs students.

- Visit the CAG website cagifted.org for a variety of resources. CAG offers a certificate of completion and professional development credit hours at its annual three-day conference held in Anaheim in February. CAG also offers teacher institutes with training for teachers.

- Visit hoagiesgifted.org/hoagies_kids.htm for great resources and tips on gifted children.

- Use curriculum “compacting” to allow students who already know the information to do alternative activities designed to provide enrichment, a more challenging curriculum or independent study opportunities. Under this model, teachers give a “pre-test” at the beginning of the unit so that students who demonstrate mastery of the curriculum don’t have to sit through the lessons on skills they already know. The teacher can provide them with more challenging alternative activities or have them work independently on a personal interest related to the subject so they may study it in greater depth.

- Use flexible grouping. When appropriate, allow GATE students to work together or individually on an advanced project. At other times, GATE students can join the whole class in learning new concepts and work in mixed-ability groups.

- Communicate with parents of gifted students, who may feel frustrated if they feel their child’s needs are not being met in school. They appreciate knowing how you are meeting the needs of their advanced learner in your classroom.

- Use tiered instruction. Design activities based on the same concept being taught to the whole class, but geared to different ability levels. Bloom’s Taxonomy is a great tool for designing activities for different ability levels. (Bloom’s Taxonomy is a system of classifying learning objectives in education. Teachers can design activities around the six levels of cognitive learning skills from simple to complex: remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, and creating.) An example of this is having students read the same book, and then having general education students discuss the perspective of one character and having gifted students discuss multiple perspectives of characters and their motives.

- Make your class a safe place where it is OK to be smart. In our culture, it has become uncool to be smart, and some gifted kids will hide their ability rather than risk the teasing of their peers. In a mixed-ability classroom, honor all of the children for their special gifts, whether they are academically advanced or talented in the area of athletics, music or art.

- Brainstorm every day. Connect the brainstorming to curriculum.

- Ask gifted students to identify patterns and trends — not just in math, but in all disciplines.

- Encourage students to consider issues from many points of view, including the perspective of different disciplines. How would a literary critic, a mathematician, an artist, a musician, a sociologist, a psychologist or an athlete view the curriculum being studied?

- Offer a variety of resources. Gifted students can comprehend complex information. Encourage students with prior knowledge or interest in a particular subject to stretch with more sophisticated reading.
QEIA empowers communities

Through my Coro Center for Civic Leadership fellowship, I have had opportunities to be integrated into the culture of various organizations. My first days included sitting on the floor of a future city council member’s home and conducting interviews with youth nonprofits for San Francisco. My four-week internship with CTA was meant to help me understand the role that labor organizations play in shaping political dialogue.

Upon visiting three distinct East Oakland schools on my first day, however, I realized that my time with CTA would do more than expose me to labor and organizing. It would also allow me to witness the power of educators in shaping communities when given sufficient financial and societal support.

The purpose of the three school visits was to highlight the success and impact of the Quality Education Investment Act (QEIA), which is a statewide program that increases funding for struggling schools to help them in their mission to educate and inspire youth. QEIA funds assist schools in closing the achievement gap by reducing class size, improving teacher and principal training through individually selected seminars, providing paid time for teachers to reach out to students and plan curriculum, and adding counselors to high schools.

At each school we visited that day, teachers spoke of the tremendous impact QEIA has made in their lives. Teachers at New Highland Academy described how the arts program was supporting efforts to have the more quiet children take an active role in the classroom. They also told us their school now felt more like a community or even a family. Educators at ACORN Woodland Elementary were especially happy with the fact that QEIA gave them an opportunity to collaborate on schoolwide curriculum that supported each student’s learning. Students at Madison Middle School passionately spoke about how they felt supported at their school and were now thinking of which universities they wanted to attend. As I listened to these moving accounts, I could relate each story back to the QEIA research I had read. QEIA is supposed to make schools better, but I also learned that QEIA can make communities better.

The stories that I did not expect to hear were those of three parents whom I had the privilege to eat lunch with at ACORN Woodland Elementary. The three parents, two male and one female, were from an underprivileged neighborhood. Prior to QEIA, they had never taken an active role in their community or in the schools of their children. Additionally, they all spoke very little English, and at the beginning of the luncheon communicated through a translator.

The parents related stories about how their students were receiving the special help they needed in the classroom and how teachers were genuinely reaching out to parents to include them in the learning process. The two fathers, who stated that most men in their neighborhoods were not active in their children’s education, now attend ELAC (English Learner Advisory Committee) meetings and bring their friends. The mother, shyly at first, told a story about how one of her daughters does wonderfully in school thanks to the instruction of her teachers. She said that her other daughter was struggling in class but is now showing marked improvement because of the school’s focused programs. All three believed that the school’s progress was helping their communities overcome enormous obstacles.

With each story told at lunch, each parent became more engaged and emotional, more willing to take risks in support of their school and the educators housed within it. By the end of lunch, they were all speaking in English, without a translator, to Jo Anderson Jr., senior adviser to the U.S. secretary of education. It was an amazing transformation to behold. These parents were emboldened. It seemed that QEIA had transformed their lives as much as it had transformed their children’s school.

CTA has taken part in the Coro Fellows in Public Affairs program for more than 10 years. Coro fellows are emerging leaders who are placed in several organizations during their fellowship. The fellows spend their time at CTA shadowing leaders and staff, conducting policy research and engaging in current political issues. CTA and other labor unions are an important part of the Coro program because they allow the fellows to see how working people join together to have a voice in their workplace, in their community and in their government.

Edit Ruano
2011 César E. Chávez Award recipients

CTA's César E. Chávez Memorial Education Awards Program provides recognition for students and their teachers who demonstrate an understanding of the vision and guiding principles by which César E. Chávez lived his life.

This year, 26 winners — 13 visual arts projects and 13 written essays — have been selected to receive recognition plus $1,000 for both students and CTA members. Submitters of a group entry will share the award.

In the visual arts category, the winners are:

**Grades Pre-K–K:** Genayee Hidalgo, student of Theresa Sawyer, Di Giorgio Elementary School Teachers Association, Region I; Sebastian Flores, student of Socorro Scow, Fresno Teachers Association, Region II.

**Grades 1-2:** Abigail Beckstead, student of Lindsay Waterman-Tate, San Ramon Valley Education Association, Region I; Ricci Pruett, Ana Valdivinos, Johnathan Gonzalez, Aileen Casas, and Ayanna Patil, students of Kathy Olsson, Empire Teachers Association, Region II.

**Grades 3-4:** Viviana Castillo, student of Patricia Sifuentes-Vasquez, Montebello Teachers Association, Region III; Monserrat Leyva-Arias, student of Diane Doris Kissas, Montebello Teachers Association, Region III.

**Grades 5-6:** Tanneem Yasin, student of Christopher Aguilar, Sylvan Educators Association, Region II; Eduardo Ruiz, student of Linda Lopez Corley, Santa Maria Elementary Education Association, Region III.

**Grades 7-8:** Bianey Esquibel, student of Mary Bracken, Guerneville School Teachers Association, Region I; Stephanie Torrejon, student of Silvia Liggins, Montebello Teachers Association, Region III.

**Grades 9-12:** Kelly Morello, student of Sandra Isbell, San Ramon Valley Education Association, Region I; Mai Xiong, student of Julie Rivard, Merced UHSD Teachers Association, Region II.

Higher Education: Francisco Juez Jr., student of David Reyes, CSU Los Angeles, Region III.

In the written essay category, the winners are:

**Grades Pre-K–K:** No winners.

**Grades 1-2:** Maxfield English, student of Linda Jasper, Teachers Association of South Pasadena, Region III.

**Grades 3-4:** No winners.

**Grades 5-6:** Celeste Tomashke, student of Georganne Nuger, Livermore Education Association, Region I; Ella Gunady, student of Johnna Laird, Fremont Unified District Teachers Association, Region I; Brooklynn Nicole Funez, student of Linda Scheller, Ceres Unified Teachers Association, Region II; Cesar Noe Barajas, student of Linda Scheller, Ceres Unified Teachers Association, Region II.

2011 Martin Luther King Jr. Scholarship recipients

Nine dependent children of CTA members, seven Student CTA members, and three CTA members have been selected for awards of $3,000 to $5,000 under CTA’s Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial Scholarship program for ethnic minority members, funded by voluntary contributions from the CTA membership and the CTA Foundation for Teaching and Learning.

Dependent children receiving scholarships are: Leah Avila, dependent of Irma Avila, Fresno Teachers Association; Hayward Cox, dependent of Altina Cox, Bakersfield Elementary Teachers Association; Mariah Houston, dependent of Margaret Hynson-Houston, Elk Grove Education Association; Micah Kayros-Alfaro, dependent of Eric Alfaro, Dos Palos/Oro Loma Teachers Association; Stacy Ochoa, dependent of Susan Ochoa, Association of Cypress Teachers; Kathy Ramirez and Katie Ramirez, dependents of Carol Ulbarri, Pittawanda Teachers Association; Thalia Rincon, dependent of Martha Rincon, Lamont Teachers Association; and Christine Pinto, dependent of Lawrence Pinto, Walnut Valley Educators Association.

Student CTA members receiving scholarships are: Daisy Angeles, CSU San Marcos; Raquel Gonzalez, San Diego State University; Michelle Grue, Pepperdine University; Ashley Mays, CSU Long Beach; Rebecca O’Haver, CSU Sacramento; Jaime Ontiveros, CSU Stanislaus; and Jessica Reede, Howard University.

CTA members receiving scholarships are: Jaime Colly, Oakland Education Association; Cathy Creasia, United Teachers Los Angeles/NEA; and Aaron Grant III, Hayward Education Association.
2011 CTA Scholarship recipients

CTA's Board of Directors has awarded scholarships to 35 dependent children of CTA members, three Student CTA members, and five CTA members under the CTA Scholarship Program.

Erika Kreeger, dependent of Pacific Grove Teachers Association member Kathleen Carol Kreeger, won the Ralph J. Flynn Memorial Scholarship for the highest-scoring applicant ($5,000).

Recipients of the 2011 CTA Scholarship for Dependent Children ($5,000) are: Nicole Isbell, dependent of Sandra Jean Isbell, San Ramon Valley Education Association; Korbin Johnstone, dependent of Kelly Johnstone, Tulare City Teachers Association; Tiana McFarland, dependent of Stephanie McFarland, Teachers Association of Paradise; Molly McDonell, dependent of Jerilyn Keyak, United Educators of San Francisco; Maura Chen, dependent of Shawn Chen, Manhattan Beach Unified Teachers Association; Johannah Fernandes, dependent of Albano and Maureen Fernandes, Hemet Teachers Association; Tierra Schroeder, dependent of Thomas Schroeder, Associated Teachers of Placer; Ian Stubbs, dependent of Richard Stubbs, Temecula Valley Educators Association; Katherine Congleton, dependent of Anne Congleton, Monterey Bay Teachers Association; Elizabeth Cooper, dependent of Christopher Cooper, Vacaville Teachers Association; and Andrew Brinker, dependent of Tobin Brinker, Rialto Education Association.

Also, Margaret Maratsos, dependent of G. Putnam Cook III, Fallbrook Elementary Teachers Association; Melissa Keller, dependent of Cheryl Keller, San Ramon Valley Education Association; Ashley Wybenga, dependent of Katherine Wybenga, Hemet Teachers Association; Camille Borges, dependent of Esther Borges, Capistrano Unified Education Association; Steven Huff, dependent of Rodney Huff, Stockton Teachers Association; Natassija Jordan, dependent of Tarsha Jordan, Emery Teachers Association; Deidre Kennedy, dependent of Kathryn Kennedy, Teachers Association of Paradise; Radost Ivanova, dependent of Jasminka Ivanova, Coachella Valley Teachers Association; Michael Lance, dependent of Colleen Lance, United Teachers Los Angeles/NEA; Claire Ramaley, dependent of Lee Ramaley, Elk Grove Education Association; and Michael Diaz, dependent of Tony Diaz, Teachers Association of Long Beach.

Also, Austin Hagwood, dependent of Susan Frediani, Plumas County Teachers Association; Melissa Immel, dependent of Nicole Dubois and Scott Immel, Dixon Teachers Association; Jillian Risigari-Gai, dependent of Marie Ibsen, Alhambra Teachers Association; Hannah Maryanski, dependent of Peggy Maryanski, Ventura Unified Education Association; Amy Wolford, dependent of Richard Wolford, Shasta Secondary Education Association; Megan Buck, dependent of Susan Ducquenel, Garden Grove Education Association; Noah Connally, dependent of Janis Connally, Santa Barbara Teachers Association; Allan Isbell, dependent of Sandra Jean Isbell, San Ramon Valley Education Association; Trisha Morrissey, Panama Buena Vista Teachers Association; Alexander Newton, dependent of Susan Newton, Monterey County Office of Education Teachers Association; Steven Pham, dependent of Minh Pham, Twin Rivers United Educators; and Theodora Turner, dependent of Ronald Turner II, Association of Colton Educators.

The recipients of the 2011 L. Gordon Bittle Memorial Scholarship for Student CTA ($3,000) are: Areli Dohner-Chavez, CSU Stanislaus; Hannah Sener, Cal Poly State University; and Courtney Woods-Ziani, San Diego State University.

The recipients of the 2011 CTA Scholarship for Members ($3,000) are: Maryel Ambat, Franklin McKinley Education Association; Diane Pendrick, Torrance Teachers Association; Richard Snyder, Associated Pomona Teachers; Jacqueline Valadez, El Centro Secondary Teachers Association; and Juyoung Yang, Glendale Teachers Association.
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Build your skills at CTA’s Summer Institute

CTA’s Summer Institute 2011 will be held July 31 to Aug. 5 at UCLA’s Conference Center. This event offers a variety of trainings designed to assist chapters in day-to-day representation, help teachers build leadership skills, and improve teaching and learning.

**Negotiations and Organizational Development Strand** — The NOD Strand offers five full-week tracks.

**Emerging Leaders** — Designed to arm members who are beginning their activism with the information, resources and skills needed to become effective organizers and future leaders in their local chapter, this track includes the basic concepts of unionism and advocacy, union history and structure, and effective organizing techniques. This track does not cover bargaining or grievance representation skills.

**Essential Bargaining Skills** — In this highly interactive session, designed to guide participants in the use of a 10-step process to ensure a successful bargaining experience, participants will form bargaining teams, bargain an agreement, and work through extensive coaching and debriefing sessions to determine which strategies were successful. Participants must attend every session from Sunday afternoon to Friday morning.

**Advanced Bargaining Skills** — This track will teach the skills needed to fully prepare for and implement successful bargaining programs. Topics include organizing for power, developing infrastructures for support, information-gathering to engage members and their communities, leveraging data and power to your advantage, impasse mediation and fact-finding. Participants must have three years of experience on a local bargaining team, or have previously completed the Essential Bargaining Skills track and one year of experience on a local bargaining team.

**School Finance** — Designed for leaders and bargaining team members who want to become more knowledgeable about school finance and school district budgets, this session includes tracking the trends of budget priorities, calculating the cost of a bargaining proposal, determining a district’s ability to pay, and developing comparability data to support bargaining objectives.

**Healthcare Benefits and Issues for Active Members and Retirees** — This track will focus on bargaining health benefits in order to increase the quality of care and reduce costs, and will also inform members about current local, state and national medical health care reform measures, current activities of CTA coalitions, and Medicare benefits for retirees. Participants should be prepared to discuss their Summary Plan Descriptions, contract language and other information pertaining to their locally bargained medical benefits program.

**Legal Strand** — The Legal Department offers two introductory half-week tracks. Participants may register for either or both.

**Track 1 (Sunday–Tuesday)** — This track will focus on “group” labor and employment issues, including basic union and employee rights under the Educational Employment Relations Act, the legal framework for bargaining, unfair practice issues, duty of fair representation issues, and Brown Act open meeting issues. Topics will include: the rights of members to union representation; duty of fair representation — best practices to protect your chapter from DFR liability; union activities that are protected by labor laws; what actions by the district can be successfully challenged by filing an unfair practice charge; and how to use the Brown Act effectively.

**Track 2 (Wednesday–Friday)** — This track will focus on “individual” labor and employment issues, including the rights of union members under antidiscrimination laws, the rights of educational employees to a safe and healthy workplace, discipline and dismissal procedure under the Education Code, and cyberlaw issues. Topics will include: employment discrimination and sexual harassment; disability discrimination and reasonable accommodation; discipline and dismissal; leave of absence issues; school health and safety issues; and cyberlaw, texting, MySpace and Facebook — best practices in a hyperconnected world.

**Instruction and Professional Development Strand** — The full-week IPD Strand will focus on “Transitioning to the Common Core State Standards in English Language Arts and Mathematics.” Teams of teachers, administrators, curriculum coordinators and other educators will be offered up-to-date information and training on the transition from current state standards to the CCSS. Topics include academic content standards, performance assessment, framework adoption, textbook adoption, professional development, alignment with current standards, planning for the transition, and developing a clear, purposeful vision for your school...
site. Keynote speakers are W. James Popham and Bobb Darnell. You can use QEIA, School Site Council, PI and SIG funds to register for this important professional development.

**Member Benefits Strand** — This half-week strand (Sunday–Tuesday) will show participants how to make the most of the numerous deals and savings opportunities provided exclusively to CTA and NEA members. The strand is designed for chapter presidents, local site reps, membership chairpersons and membership recruiters, and offers tips to help your chapter grow and retain membership, convert agency-fee payers to members, gather members for organizing activities, build chapter appreciation and unity, and provide solutions to many member needs.

**Community Outreach Strand** — This half-week strand (Wednesday–Friday) will focus on “Collective power: Creating positive changes in our communities.” It will explore a variety of strategies and tools for tapping into community power. Activities will include: community-building; sharing community connections; outreach activities; electives; attending a local community meeting off-site; chapter outreach planning; and World Café — a group approach to problem-solving.

**Communications Strand** — This strand will offer four separate one-day tracks, which provide the most comprehensive communications training from CTA. Every participant will attend each of the four tracks. Participants should be comfortable using the Internet.

**From “Gee Whiz” to “Gee WOW!”** — Communicate your message effectively online. Create an e-newsletter, polish your e-writing skills, and learn the dos and don’ts of e-mailing.

**Sure Cure for the Tongue-Tied Blues** — This session on public speaking offers easy, fun tips to help you deliver strong, effective speeches with greater poise and confidence, and includes information about message discipline and development of strategies for crisis communications.

**Headlines and Deadlines and Cameras, Oh My!** — Plan media events and get compelling news coverage of your chapter’s issues. Reach out to news media, and be prepared when they reach out to you. The session includes crisis communications and participating in a simulated news conference.

**Organizing Online: Engaging Your Members Through Social Media** — Use social media such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube to reach, inform and engage your members, and become a cyberactivist through online organizing.

Register now for your training of choice at www.cta.org/conferences. Enrollment is on a first-come, first-served basis, and many strands fill up quickly. For more information, contact the CTA Conference Coordination Center at (650) 552-5355.

---

**NEA Group Term Life Insurance**

**RATES JUST LOWERED**

Protect your family now for an average of 14% less.

This year, with Americans facing continued cutbacks and other economic uncertainties, having enough coverage is more important than ever. Your Association has worked hard to bring you the best rates yet because we know the financial hardship a member’s death can cause when there isn’t enough life insurance for the family. We’re especially pleased to announce these new rates, when term life rates nationwide are up anywhere from 5-15%.

Get an instant rate quote on neamb.com/insurance

You can also call us at 1-800-637-4636

Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. (or Saturday, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. ET).

Spanish-speaking representatives are also available.

**NEA Members Insurance Trust**

**YOUR DEDICATION DRIVES OURS**

Coverage under the NEA Group Term Life Insurance Plan is issued by The Prudential Insurance Company of America, Newark, NJ. Please see Certificate for complete details about coverage, Contract series 8350X.

*The Wall Street Journal, 9 June, 2009*

Rates and savings shown above are applicable for a 44-year-old non-smoker.
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Upon their arrival in Haiti, the American volunteers delivered the shoes to residents of a refugee camp, Camp Abraham. They had enough to give every man, woman and child in the facility at least one new pair.

“When we saw photos of our shoes being distributed, we were so gratified to see the fruits of our efforts,” says Woods-Ziani. “The students were amazed at how such a seemingly small gesture could make such a huge impact in the lives of these Haitian people. For me personally, it certainly reinforced the ‘Power of One,’ the idea that even a single person can achieve something worthwhile.”

Although Woods-Ziani has finished her student teaching in Escondido, master teacher Janice Mulder and the EHS French students were so inspired by the project that it is continuing and has expanded to include donations from school clubs, sports teams and extracurricular groups. In addition, Woods-Ziani has set up a Facebook page, “Sandals for the Soul — Helping Haiti,” where people interested in participating can learn how.

Bill Guy
Eight tips for your 403(b) and 457 plans

It’s a good idea to keep an eye on your retirement financial goals including defined contribution plans — 403(b) and 457 plans, where you contribute a specific amount of pretax dollars that will eventually supplement your pension in retirement. Financial consultants say that a retiree will need 80 to 100 percent of their preretirement income to retire comfortably. The average California State Teachers’ Retirement System (CalSTRS) retiree receives only 63 percent of preretirement earnings through their pension. To bridge that gap, 403(b) and 457 plans become valuable for CTA pension. To bridge that gap, 403(b) and 457 plans become valuable for CTA pension. To bridge that gap, 403(b) and 457 plans become valuable for CTA pension.

Here are some tips to consider members.

457 plans become valuable for CTA pension. To bridge that gap, 403(b) and 457 plans become valuable for CTA pension. To bridge that gap, 403(b) and 457 plans become valuable for CTA pension. To bridge that gap, 403(b) and 457 plans become valuable for CTA pension. To bridge that gap, 403(b) and 457 plans become valuable for CTA pension. To bridge that gap, 403(b) and 457 plans become valuable for CTA pension.

4. Ask for help if you need it.

Be careful about whom you trust, however. Do your homework and ask questions. Unless the adviser is working in the capacity of a fiduciary, he or she is not ethically or legally obligated to act in your best interest. Be aware that commissioned agents are motivated by income concerns — probably more theirs than yours. For information on evaluating advisers, you can order copies of the guides listed above at CTAinvest.org.

3. Become educated so that you are comfortable making good investment decisions.

Visit our special website dedicated to financial and investment information, CTAinvest.org. Download or order your free copies of the CTA guides that is not ethically or legally obligated to act in your best interest. Be aware that commissioned agents are motivated by income concerns — probably more theirs than yours. For information on evaluating advisers, you can order copies of the guides listed above at CTAinvest.org.

5. Be wary of insurance sales representatives.

Insurance sales representatives target educators and work hard to reach out to you. Educators may assume that investment professionals who give presentations at their districts or contact them through the districts have been vetted and are endorsed by the district. This is probably not the case. It is up to you to evaluate their credibility and the products that they recommend to you.

6. Think twice before investing in annuities. Consider investing in mutual fund products.

Insurance companies may try to convince you to invest in annuities, which are an alternative investment offered in 403(b) and 457 plans. You need to ask questions such as: Will annuity products provide the results you need? Are their fees disclosed and reasonable? Is the financial strength of the insurance company strong, and will it remain so? Will the agent receive commissions for the sale or convincing you to change investments? Does the annuity product include expensive and unnecessary insurance features? Note: Before transferring funds from an annuity product or requesting a distribution, determine if surrender charges will apply — this is money you can lose if you withdraw your investments too early. There is more information about annuities and mutual fund products including guides and calculators at CTAinvest.org.

7. Manage your defined contribution accounts.

Avoid taking loans or withdrawals from your accounts unless absolutely necessary. Contribute as much as you can. Consider allocating more toward your contributions when you receive pay increases; and take advantage of catch-up provisions if available. Review your investment products and account balances regularly to determine if your diversification strategy and asset allocation is appropriate for your needs.

8. Speak up with concerns.

If you have concerns about your 403(b) and 457 investment choices, sales presentations being given at your district, or your district’s 403(b) plan third-party administrator, bring these concerns to your chapter leaders.

You deserve a comfortable retirement without financial worries. We hope these suggestions will help you to make the most of your opportunity to supplement your pension benefits with 403(b) and 457 plans.

Diane Moritz, CTA Member Benefits Consultant
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...with educational justice for all.

Why Race Matters
7th Annual Summer Institute on Leadership for Educational Justice
Tuesday, July 12, 2011

Join us this summer in Southern California to learn:
- Why racial awareness is important in addressing achievement gaps
- How concepts on race and equity are relevant to administrators, faculty and staff
- How we can infuse race into discussions about student achievement, discipline, enrollment, socioeconomic status, language ability and special education
- About the role social and educational justice plays in promoting cultural competence and racial awareness

Keynote Speaker Dr. Gloria Ladson-Billings is a well-known pedagogical theorist and teacher educator, on faculty at the University of Wisconsin, Madison School of Education. The focus of her talk, “Pushing past the Achievement Gap,” provides her perspective on the “Education Debt” and how we have consistently failed to meet the historic, economic, political and ethical challenges of several groups of students.

“We have consistently failed to meet the [needs] of several groups of students.”

UNIVERSITY OF
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School of Education
Education +
(909) 748-8815 | Redlands.edu/SumerInstitute

Earn your M.S. or Ed.S.
Degree online in 12 months and change your students’ lives forever.

Join more than 2,000 teachers nationally who have already graduated from these innovative graduate programs since 2001. Study from the comfort of home and learn practical, brain-based strategies that you can apply right away to make a positive difference in the lives of your students.

• M.S. with a major in Brain-Based Teaching and a concentration in Reading and Literacy or Learning and Teaching
• Ed.S. with a major in Brain-Based Teaching and a concentration in Instructional Leadership

Call
1-866-SMART61
to request brochure
www.BrainSMART.org
e-mail: nsu@brainsmart.org

NOVA SOUTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
FISCHLER SCHOOL
OF EDUCATION & HUMAN SERVICES
Nova Southeastern University admits students of any race, color, sexual orientation, and national or ethnic origin. Nova Southeastern University is accredited by the Commission on Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools to award associate’s, bachelor’s, master’s, educational specialist, and doctoral degrees.
Student protest results in declaration

Students organized a three-and-a-half-day sit-in April 18-21 at CSU Fullerton that succeeded in persuading CSUF President Milton Gordon to sign their “Declaration to Defend Public Education.” This action promises to be the first salvo in an ongoing effort by California higher education students and faculty statewide to carry out activities emphasizing social justice and the defense of public education.

Impetus for the sit-in began about a year and a half ago, when a loosely knit group of CSUF students, faculty and campus organizations involved in social justice issues coalesced into a group named “We! Alternative Voices for an Alternative Future” or “We!” for short. John Belleci, a CSUF undergraduate student in history who was recently elected Student CTA state executive secretary-treasurer, is a member of the CSUF We! organization, along with fellow SCTA members Gabriella Longbotham and Kristina Hohmann. Hohmann was recently elected SCTA state executive vice president.

“We have been increasingly frustrated and anxious about having to pay more and more for tuition, while losing class time due to furlough days — paying more and getting less,” says Belleci. “And we’re not just concerned about current students. What’s going to happen to future generations of California college students?”

CSUF We! member concern was heightened last spring when university officials proposed cuts to modern language and humanities classes.

“If classes in the social sciences were going to be cut, we felt that they were devaluing our degrees, so we realized that it was time to fight,” says Belleci.

After We! members tried unsuccessfully to meet with President Gordon on several occasions in spring 2010, they were able to meet directly with senior administrators, and held two open-mike forums on the meaning and value of public education. On March 2 of this year, We! planned a day of action in collaboration with Students for Quality Education, distributing fliers that invited students and faculty to participate in a rally and open-mike opportunity to express their feelings about education at CSU Fullerton.

Then, at one of the We! organization’s regular Wednesday night workshop sessions on social justice and current issues, the group’s organizing committee in conjunction with representatives from CSU Long Beach, CSU Los Angeles, Compton College, Fullerton College and Mt. San Antonio College hammered out the “Declaration to Defend Public Education,” a statement affirming the right of all Californians to a quality public education, preschool through graduate school.

At the April 13 CSUF “Take Class Action” rally, part of a day of action coordinated by the California Faculty Association and held on California’s college and university campuses statewide, We! members circulated their declaration. By the end of the day, with over 1,200 signatures of endorsement, the students and faculty marched as a group to the office of CSUF President Gordon, asking him to sign the document in solidarity. Gordon initially refused to sign the document, saying he needed more time to read it. He agreed to meet with a delegation of students and faculty on Monday, April 18.

At the meeting, Gordon said that he could not endorse the document because of “problematic language” related to faculty contracts and negotiations. According to We! representatives, when they said that they would be willing to delete the problematic clauses and work with Gordon to come up with a mutually agreeable document, his response was, “I don’t have the time.” The students said that they did have the time, and would wait until he could meet with them. They also began mobilizing to organize students who...
would be able to participate in a sit-in at the administration, through the night if necessary. At that point, in an effort to prevent the sit-in, university officials presented We! with a compromise statement that did not address the core issues on the declaration. So the sit-in was on, with about 40 students and a few faculty participating. “We made a deal with the campus police that we would not occupy the eighth floor of the administration building — the area including President Gordon’s office and requiring a secure elevator key for access — but would be willing to conduct our sit-in on the second floor,” says Belleci. “They told us that if we were peaceful and did not destroy any university property, there would be no disciplinary action because we would be acting in a peaceful demonstration of our civil rights. Our response was that this is our university. We’re not going to destroy anything. That’s not what we’re about.”

At about 3:30 a.m. on Tuesday, the first reporters and media photographers arrived, and the sit-in hit the newspaper, television, radio and online media markets in short order. When university officials met with the students that day, they said that President Gordon still could not sign the declaration because of his concern about the contract language. Again, the students reiterated their willingness to sit with Gordon to craft a document that would be mutually acceptable. The response was negative, so the sit-in continued into its second night, with students coming from more than a dozen area colleges and universities in San Marcos, San Bernardino, Northridge, Long Beach, Irvine, Los Angeles and Sacramento — more than 110 participating in solidarity with CSUF students.

During the day on Wednesday, attorneys for the university examined the students’ declaration, with administration officials finally agreeing to meet with the students at 4 p.m. After intense negotiations, administration officials came back with their own “Statement of Public Education,” but the students could not agree to the document without bringing it to their entire organizing committee — some of whom were still in class at the time. “They really pressured us to sign,” says Belleci. “But we told them that we would not give up our principles.”

On Thursday, Pasadena Assembly Member Anthony Portenino spoke with the students, promising to urge Gordon to support their concerns. At noon that day, the CSUF Academic Senate voted unanimously to endorse the students’ cause. With pressure mounting, the university’s administration finally agreed to work with the students on a compromise document, which President Gordon ultimately signed.

“We’re pleased that we were able to achieve our goal,” says Belleci. “But it’s a shame that our university’s administration and President Gordon were so reluctant to sign a document that contained nothing that is not already in the CSU charter and the California higher education system’s stated purposes. Other California college and university student and faculty activist groups are reaching out to We! for information and support to coordinate lobbying efforts for both higher and K-12 public education in California, and we’re all gearing up for a statewide simultaneous action next fall. I also believe that we’re going to see a greater advocacy emphasis by members of SCTA statewide.”

Bill Guy

~ Declaration to Defend ~

Public Education

> We, the students, staff, and educators of California’s public schools, colleges, and universities, call upon the people of the state to recommit to and reinvest in public education as the principal foundation of a democratic society.

> Public education is a sacred trust and needs to be protected from those who would see the state divest even further from its constitutional obligations.

> Public education is a public good and needs to be protected from the for-profit interests of the private sector.

> We call upon the people of California to recognize that, though an educated workforce is essential to our prosperity, education itself has a social value that cannot be reduced to monetary considerations alone.

> Public education brings together diverse communities of educators, staff and students in ways that prepare learners for a productive yet socially responsible life.

> Public education creates spaces that promote the intellectual and emotional development of tolerant, critically-engaged citizens.

> Public education is by definition open to all Californians, regardless of geographic location or socioeconomic status, and is thus the very cornerstone of a vibrant, principled, and fundamentally compassionate democracy.

> Everyone has the right to a quality public education.

As Californians we expect:

> Increased funding for public education.

> Fair and equitable access for all students to a full range of educational programs, resources, experiences, and opportunities. The failure to support an accessible, fully-funded public education system will condemn many Californians to perpetual poverty and second-class status.

> Fair and equitable contracts that respect and value the work done by teachers, lecturers, professors, academic professionals and staff on all levels from pre-school through university.

> A commitment from administrators, school boards, teachers unions, staff unions, student organizations, parent groups, professional associations, community-based organizations, and postsecondary institutions to work together with the state to provide quality education for all people regardless of gender and economic, social, ethnic, or racial status.

For the full text of the declaration go to www.werisetgether.org.
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U.S. News & World Report
Following a week of CTA State of Emergency activities at the state Capitol and in cities around California, Gov. Jerry Brown on May 16 proposed an updated budget reversing a multibillion-dollar deferral that would have delayed funding for schools. “We are heartened by the governor’s support for public education in his May Revision,” said CTA President David A. Sanchez. “He is clearly keeping his promises and working to secure for public schools and colleges the funds that are desperately needed to restore programs and avoid more layoffs. We will continue to work to secure the four Republican votes needed to approve the temporary tax extensions upon which his May Revision depends.”

State of Emergency activities by CTA, parents, labor and students helped drive home forcefully to elected officials and the public the plight of public schools and colleges, and the devastating impact of three years of cuts — more than $20 billion — on the state’s nearly 9 million K-14 students.

The governor told reporters at a Capitol news conference that his proposal would bring school funding to $52.4 billion, $3 billion more than he proposed in January. The governor conceded that schools would still be receiving less than they did in 2007-08. He stated that it would take several years to restore funding to that level.

In order for schools and other programs to avoid further cuts, the Legislature must pass the May Revision, which includes the temporary tax extensions. An all-cuts budget would require a suspension of Proposition 98 with deep reductions to schools.

The governor emphasized that his revised spending plan relies on the extension of the state’s temporary taxes. He said that Republican lawmakers’ refusal to approve his revenue proposal would lead him to his own Plans B and C — but he refused to spell out what those plans would be.

The governor said he has been working hard to secure the total of four Republican votes needed for his spending plan, which ratchets back some of the tax extensions he had previously proposed, including one that would have boosted personal income taxes for the coming year.

The governor said that even though some tax increases would precede a popular vote, the proposal meets with his campaign pledge: “There are no taxes without a vote of the people — this is a program with a vote of the people.”

The governor’s release of the May Revision typically marks the start of an intense period of fiscal negotiations with the Legislature. Generally, the state Senate and the Assembly separately make revisions to the governor’s proposal. Often a joint Assembly-Senate conference committee is empowered to meld the two legislative spending plans into one final document. That budget is due to the governor by June 15, and he is required by the state constitution to sign a final version by June 30.

This year’s process is likely to be more complicated, because — unlike the budget itself — the tax extensions the governor has proposed require a two-thirds supermajority in both houses. Getting that supermajority requires four Republican votes, and Republican leaders have been unwilling to provide any so far.
Hundreds of chapter leaders lobby for school funding

On May 18, several hundred leaders of local CTA chapters were hard at work in the state Capitol. They came to Sacramento to persuade lawmakers to provide the two-thirds vote required to pass the governor's tax extension proposal, which would raise billions of additional dollars for public education.

The CTA representatives visited the offices of both Democratic and Republican lawmakers seeking to firm up support for the tax extensions, which would preserve more than $10 billion for education and other vital services.

The CTA members told stories of how budget cuts of more than $20 billion have decimated their local schools, ballooned class sizes, and eliminated counselors, nurses, and vital services to their students.

Often, the educators shared with lawmakers physical representations of the harm being done to their students.

Chapter leaders from Monterey brought to the office of one of their lawmakers, Sen. Sam Blakeslee (R-San Luis Obispo), a poster created by parents that featured photos of their children. The poster's headline drove home the message: “Cuts Hurt Monterey Peninsula Students.” The parents had asked the chapter members to use the poster to help convince lawmakers of the dire need for more funding for public schools.

While lawmakers can pass a budget on a simple majority vote, state law requires a two-thirds supermajority to enact or extend revenues.

During the Presidents Lobby Day and the State of Emergency mobilization in the Capitol, CTA members put a high priority on helping to round up the four Republican votes — two in the Assembly and two in the state Senate — that would provide the two-thirds supermajority.

They also sought to counter an element of the GOP's own budget proposal that would illegally suspend the state's Quality Education Investment Act (QEIA) and pare another $500 million from public education.

The CTA chapter presidents committed to working with their members, parents, and community members to visit their lawmakers in their home area offices and press them to provide the financial support that public schools desperately need.

LAO: Proposal is sound, but election poses uncertainty

The nonpartisan Legislative Analyst's Office (LAO) concluded that Gov. Brown's May Revision represents a "serious proposal" that would address the state's ongoing fiscal problems. The appraisal of the spending plan came in "The 2011-12 Budget: Overview of the May Revision," which was released on the LAO website (lao.ca.gov).

Legislative Analyst Mac Taylor told reporters during a Capitol news conference that his greatest concern about Gov. Brown's budget revision is the uncertainty that would come with the Legislature and the governor sending the tax extension proposals to the voters for their approval.

Taylor said the uncertainty would have a significant impact on the state's ability to issue Revenue Anticipation Notes or RANs, instruments sold to investors to raise cash temporarily until state revenues are collected. Taylor said the state could have to sell about $10 billion in RANs this coming year.

Taylor pointed out that schools and other entities would face problems as they try to budget for the coming year without knowing whether some of the proposed funding will disappear before the year is out.

Taylor said the most certainty would come if the governor and lawmakers approved the taxes themselves, but if an election is in the offing, he would recommend that it be held late in the 2011-12 fiscal year. He would also propose that the Legislature and governor adopt new revenues, some or all of the ones proposed or others, to take effect for the entire year prior to the public vote.

Citing the impact of economic uncertainty on schools and other public services, CTA representatives have been urging the governor and the Legislature to approve the tax extensions themselves, without putting a referendum on the ballot.

Taylor commended the governor for tackling the state's debt. He said the governor is using the bulk of the additional funding for schools — about $2 billion of the $3 billion increase to schools — to cover deferrals.

Taylor said he was glad that the state had some good news in the form of $6.1 billion in unanticipated revenues. However, he cautioned that forecasters were disagreeing about the reasons for the increase and how much new revenue the state would receive in the months and years ahead.

Len Feldman
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More educators choose Brandman University. In 2009, we issued over 700 teaching credentials, making us California’s second largest private school issuer of CCTC credentials. How does a new school get so big, so fast?

Simple. We’re not new. Brandman is the new name for Chapman University College.

We’re changing more than our name. Our School of Education has a new dean and a sharp focus on helping the next generation of teachers embrace technology and innovate in the classroom.

Find out how Brandman University is building on the legacy of Chapman University College.

Call 800-746-0353
Click brandman.edu/education
Follow us

Brandman University is a non-profit institution accredited by, and a member of, the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC). Credential, authorization and professional certificates in education programs are accredited by the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing.

Where do California educators go when it’s their turn to learn?

Participants at the first-ever CTA Joint Ethnic Caucus Issues Conference held April 29 to May 1 in Manhattan Beach included Hattie McFrazier of UTLA and CTA Board member Toby Boyd. United under the conference theme “Stand Up! Advance Our Power Together,” members of CTA’s African American Caucus, American Indian/Alaska Native Caucus, Hispanic Caucus and Pacific Asian American Caucus came together to learn more about what is happening in California’s ethnic communities and to reflect the strength of diversity in promoting quality of life for all California citizens. Conference attendees participated in a variety of workshops covering a wide range of topics related to diversity and issues focused on specific ethnic constituencies, but then came together to share ideas and strategies during a common dialogue session toward the close of the three-day event.
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Join the CTA Facebook Fan Page.
Just log in to your Facebook account and search for “California Teachers Association” using Facebook search.

We are!
The UC San Diego Extension SB 2042 Clear Credential program is designed for public, charter and private school teachers who are employed in a school or district that do not have an Induction program. After completing the program, students can then initiate the formal recommendation to the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing.

The new UC San Diego Extension Clear Credential Program is:
- 100% online.
- designed to meet the new standards defined by the CCTC.
- one of the first programs to be made available under the new CCTC standards.
- specifically designed to be completed within one year.
- UC San Diego Extension is now accepting applications for the new program.

To view credential requirements, the program FAQ and to download an application please visit our Clear Credential program page at extension.ucsd.edu/clearcredential.

UC San Diego Extension also offers accessible and affordable online programs for K-12 and Postsecondary Educators.

- New courses begin every month
- Most programs can be completed online within 1 year
- Interactive, Research-Based Programs with Practical Classroom Application

Programs include:
- CLAD Through CTEL
- CCTC-Approved Reading Certificate
- Career and Technical Education (CTE)
- College Counseling
- Gifted and Talented Education (GATE)
- Teaching Adult Learners
- Teaching Online
- Professional Development/Salary Point Coursework

For more information, please contact Morgan Appel, Director of Education at: (858) 964-1064 or mappel@ucsd.edu

extension.ucsd.edu/education

Emergency
continued from page 13

Association, the California Faculty Association, and Student CTA, plus students from San Diego’s High School for International Studies.

A widely touted “counter rally” initiated by the right-wing Koch Brothers fizzled, with only about 10 participants. Some media interviewed them on the extreme periphery of the Education Coalition rally, but most State of Emergency rally participants were completely unaware of their presence. Ironically, the opposition participants arrived in a white limo sporting a sign, “Government Workers Make Too Much!”

San Bernardino

Close to 1,000 Education Coalition leaders from the Inland Empire gathered with teachers, parents, education support professionals, administrators, public employees and students from elementary school to college at the National Orange Show in San Bernardino to oppose further cuts to education and other state and local programs.

CTA Secretary-Treasurer-elect Mikki Cichocki emphasized the crowd’s interdependence: “Each of us leans on one another to meet our societal needs, and because ‘we are one’ we must support extending current taxes.” Speakers included James Ramos, San Bernardino Community College Board of Trustees, and California State Board of Education member, who said, “Public education is vital to the health of our democracy. Tax extensions will enable us to avoid further damage to our schools and our students.”

Student CTA Southern Regional Vice President Wesley Porter told attendees, “We need to fight for the future we want.”

What’s next

After the rallies, Gov. Jerry Brown issued his “May Revise” for the state budget, which, if approved by the Legislature, would provide additional funding to K-12 schools and allow local districts to maintain current funding levels and rescind some planned program cuts and layoffs. No additional cuts have been proposed for California’s colleges. CTA continues to call for an extension of the temporary taxes approved in 2009 in order to keep our economy on track, to restore much-needed jobs and to prevent further drastic cuts to public education.
Independent Study, Online and Scheduled Classes REGISTERING NOW!

CREATING EFFECTIVE CURRICULUM for the 2011 SCHOOL YEAR

EDU 521PK
3 or 6 Semester Units
$320 OR $640

End your school year with a summer resolution to:
• Prepare your classroom
• Design your materials
• Organize your files
• Research new curriculum
• Create lesson plans
• Schedule field trips

Visit www.usd-online.org
to view our hot-off-the-press catalog featuring many new classes in many different subject areas!

www.usd-online.org

Professional Teachers Program
Teacher Online Course Series
3 Semester Units • $325

Summer Session starts JUNE 13 - register now!

Add Time to Your Life... Online Learning at Your Pace... 15 Great Courses to Choose From!
• Promoting Healthy Lifestyle Skills
• Literacy (3 courses)
• Classroom Management (Elementary & Secondary)
• Aligning Standards
• Teaching Social Skills
• Inclusion

End your school year with a summer resolution to:

THE MEANINGFUL CLASSROOM: Motivating Students to Want to Learn

EDU 506EA
6 Semester Units
$550

Our Popular 2-Week Summer Teacher Workshop offered in 16 locations!

www.usd-online.org

Looking for Scheduled Classes in your local area or Online Clear Credential Courses?
Visit our website today and register!

Adventurous Summer Travel Courses!

Following the Nez Perce National Historic Trail

EDU 590AE and EDU 590BY

An Informative 7-day car camping journey in Oregon, Idaho & Montana Part II course includes Yellowstone National Park!

www.usd-online.org

New Courses Added!
National Parks including Yellowstone, CA Missions, Lighthouses of the West and exciting locations in Chicago, Cleveland & Colorado!

Prior district approval for salary advancement units is recommended and the responsibility of each student. NOTE: One Semester Unit is equivalent to 15 hours.
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CTA Members: Join First Financial and Start Enjoying the Benefits of Membership Today!

BETTER VALUE
We Provide Your Link to Great Products and Services
Auto Loans with Rates as low as 3.99% APR!
Free Checks for Life** with any FFCU Checking Account!
And much more!

BETTER SERVICE
Where Service and Satisfaction Come Together
In recent surveys, over 97% of members said they would recommend First Financial to family and colleagues!

BETTER CONVENIENCE
Connect to More ATMs without Paying a Surcharge

First Financial  28,000+ ATMs***
Bank of America  18,000 ATMs***
Chase  16,100 ATMs***

At First Financial, we provide all your banking needs in one place! It just fits!

FIRST FINANCIAL
CREDIT UNION
(800) 537-8491 ♦ www.ffcu.org

Endorsed by:

All loans are subject to credit approval and all FFCU policies and procedures. Loan rates are based on credit history, collateral criteria and term of loan. Other terms and conditions subject to change without notice. *3.99% APR is for new and used auto loans up to 48 months. Representative example: A $20,000 new auto loan at a fixed rate of 3.99% APR for 48 months would require 48 monthly payments of $451.49. The rate reflects a 1.00% APR discount for automatic auto loan payments from a FFCU checking account. **Free Checks for Life is only for FFCU Image checks. Other restrictions apply. ***Nationwide totals; FFCU includes access to no-surcharge CO-OP ATMs. Other financial institutions’ proprietary ATM figures obtained from each banks’ website. Call for locations.

Save More and Earn More at First Financial!
With a First Financial checking account, you can:
♦ Save money on your next auto loan
♦ Earn higher yields on a Super Savers account

Ask us how today!

Proudly Serving CTA Members for Over 77 Years!